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Abstract

Due to the nature of wireless transmission in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET), has
more security issues compared to wired networks. Among of all of these security issues,
wormhole attack is considered to be a very serious security thread over MANET and it's
classified as a network layer attack. In this attack, two selfish nodes which is geographically
very far away to each other, form a tunnel between each other to hide their actual location and
try to believe that they are true neighbors and therefore make conversation through the
wormhole tunnel. Consequently, the two selfish nodes will completely disrupt the
communication channel.
In this thesis, we address the problem of identifying and isolating nodes which form
wormhole attack. A new model is developed for detection and prevention of wormholes based
on range-free localization scheme. The proposed model effectively and efficiently isolates both

wormhole node and colluding node. The proposed model integrates the trust factor model, the
route establishment, and the detection and prevention of misbehaving nodes. More precisely,
the proposed model consists of four modules: the localization module, the trust factor module,
the route establishment module, and the detection and prevention module. All four modules
are tightly integrated to ensure that multi-hop communications take place over paths free from
malicious nodes. Our model allows the evaluation of node behavior on a pre-packet basis and
without the need for more energy consumption or computation-expensive techniques. We
show via simulation that proposed model successfully avoids misbehaving nodes which makes
proposed model an attractive choice for MANET environments. The comparison of proposed
model against Secure-AODV has been presented in terms of average hop-count, detection rate
and accuracy of detection. It is found that the proposed model achieves an acceptable detection
rate about 99.7% versus 99.2% for Secure-AODV model and a detection accuracy rate 98.4%
versus 97.1 for Secure-AODV.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction
With development of new technologies in the field of wireless communication, especially
in wireless ad-hoc networks, mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET) have become an important
research area nowadays. MANET is widely used in militarily monitoring, heath care,
conference room, disaster relief, battle field communication and it is also useful also where
infrastructure network deployment is either difficult or costly [1].
Generally, MANET's are a new paradigm of wireless communication for mobile hosts
(nodes) [2]. The use of wireless medium and inherent collaborative nature of the network
protocols make such network vulnerable to various forms of attacks [3] [4]. In most wireless
networks, an attacker can easily inject bogus packets or impersonating another sender. An
attacker can also easily eavesdrop on communication, record packets, and replay the packets
that potentially altered. Due to the nature of wireless communications in MANET’s and among
the many attacks in wireless networks, a wormhole is one of dangerous and specific attacks,
that attacker does not require to exploit nodes in the network, and it can be done via the route
foundation method [5].
Many existing protocols attempt to solve the problem of determining a node’s location
within its environment. With regard to the mechanisms used for estimating location, it is
divided into two categories: range-based and range-free. Solutions in range-free localization
are being pursued as a cost-effective alternative to more expensive range-based approaches.
In our proposed model, a major contribution will made to the wormhole problem in
MANETs; a new model proposed to tackle wormhole attack based on range-free scheme and
a simulation will be conducted to validate the effectiveness of our proposed model.
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1.2 Statement of the Problem
MANET are particularly vulnerable to a severe attack known as the wormhole attack. A
few existing protocols detect wormhole attacks but they require special hardware. This thesis
aims to develop a detection and prevention model against Wormhole attack based on a rangefree scheme which does not requires an addition costs.

1.3 Objectives
In this section, the main objective and a detailed specific objectives of our research thesis
are addressed.

1.3.1 Main Objective
The

main

objective

of

our

thesis

is

to

develop

a

new

model

that

provides a secure routing schema to protect MANET from wormhole attack based on hopcount metric.

1.3.2 Specific Objectives
The specific objectives of our thesis work are stated below:

i.

Reviewing various techniques on the detection of wormhole attack in MANET
to know how to overcome.

ii.

Focusing on analysis of wormhole attack in MANET to know its impact.

iii.

Addressing the wormhole attack to enhance a routing protocol.

iv.

Designing a new model.

v.

Use of Matlab software to simulate the wormhole attack.

vi.

Study and analyzing the evaluation metrics such as packet delivery fraction,
network load and average path length and determining the feasibility of our new
proposed model.
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1.4 Scope and Limitation
This research proposes a new model to detect and prevent wormhole attack in MANET’s.
The work will applied with some limitations and assumption as following:


Scope
1. This model deals only with wormhole attack in MANET.
2. A Software solution will be conducted instead of Hardware.
3. The proposed model deals with DVHOP localization scheme.
4. Simulation Results is going to be analyzed.



Limitations
1. Using location-aware nodes called anchors.
2. This model uses Matlab as a network simulator.

1.5 Importance of the Research
The importance of the selected topic comes from that we need a secure model against
wormhole attack. This thesis aims to detect and isolate Wormhole attack with taking into account the
design aspects like simplicity, cost, centralization and etc. So we try to help in enhancing wormhole

detection and prevention.

1.6 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, the Preliminary Discussions is
overviewed. In chapter 3, the related work is overviewed. In chapter 4 our proposed solution
is presented. In chapter 5 Results and Evaluation are obtained. Finally, the conclusion is given
in chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 MANET’s
Mobile Ad hoc networks (MANET) are a new paradigm of wireless communication for
mobile hosts (nodes). In an ad hoc network, there is no fixed infrastructure such as mobile
switching centers or base stations. Mobile nodes that are within radio range can communicate
between each other, while those that are out of range of wireless link depend on other nodes to
relay messages as routers. Node mobility in ad-hoc networks are changing frequently causing
changes of the network topology. Figure 2-1 shows such an example: initially, nodes A and D have
a direct link between them. When D moves out of A’s radio range, the link is broken. However,
the network is still connected, because A can reach D through C, E, and F.
In early days, Ad-Hoc research was mainly focused on military networks, but now
MANET’s can be used in environments like conference room, disaster relief, battle field
communication and it is also useful, where deployment of infrastructure network is either costly
or difficult [1].

Figure 2- 1: Topology Change in Ad-Hoc Networks (a) Before (b)After

MANET is a collection of mobile nodes or devices, such as mobile phones, personal data
assistant (PDA), laptops, etc. as shown in figure 2-2, these nodes are connected over a wireless
medium [6]. Each node in MANET not only acts as host but also as router that route data
from/to other nodes in network.
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Use of wireless medium and inherent collaborative nature of the network protocols make
such network vulnerable to various forms of attacks. In most wireless networks, an attacker
can easily inject bogus packets or impersonating another sender. An attacker can also easily
eavesdrop on communication, record packets, and replay the packets that potentially altered
[7] [8].

Figure 2- 2: Mobile Ad-Hoc Network

2.2 MANET’s routing protocols
Routing data through a wireless mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is more complex than
routing data through a fixed infrastructure based network. The changing topology of MANET
requires that the routing protocol be able to manage and adapt the routes in real time. The
limited resources of the mobile nodes, both in terms of battery power and network bandwidth,
require the routing protocol to be efficient. MANET routing protocols can be categorized into
three types: proactive (table-driven), reactive (demand-driven) and hybrid as in [9] [2].

7

2.2.1 Proactive Routing Protocols
In proactive protocol, every node in a network maintains one or more routing tables that
are updated regularly. Every node sends a broadcast message to the entire network if there is a
change in the network topology. But, it incurs additional overhead cost due to maintaining upto-date information and as a result, throughput of the network may be affected but it provides
the actual information to the availability of the network. Destination-Sequence DistanceVector (DSDV) [10] and Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [11] are a proactive protocols.

2.2.2 Reactive Routing Protocols
In reactive routing protocol, each node in a network discovers or maintains a route based
on-demand. Nodes floods a control message by global broadcast during discovering a route
and when route is discovered it is maintained in the temporary cache at a source node unless it
is expired or unless link failure happened that requires another route discovery to start over
again. Therefore, the main advantage is this protocol needs less routing information but the
disadvantages are that it produces huge control packets due to route discovery during topology
changes that occurs frequently in MANETs and it incurs higher latency. Currently popular
reactive routing protocols are Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [12] and Ad Hoc On demand
Distance Vector (AODV) [6].

2.2.3 Hybrid Routing Protocols
Hybrid routing protocols are a mix of table-based and on-demand protocols. These hybrid
protocols may be wont to realize a balance between both of the proactive and reactive
protocols. Currently, hybrid routing protocols are like, Core Extraction Distributed Ad Hoc
Routing Protocol (CEDAR) [13] and Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [14].
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2.3 AODV Protocol
AODV routing protocol is a reactive routing protocol that tries to create a route between
source and destination nodes only when needed. Routes are established until any node sends
route discovery message that the node want to communicate. AODV has two main phases
which are route discovery and route maintenance.



Route Discovery:
AODV protocol initiates the routing discovery phase by having the source node broadcast

a Route Request message (RREQ). The RREQ is rebroadcast by intermediate node until it
reaches the destination node. In such a case the destination node generates a Route Reply
message (RREP) back to the source node. The route discovery phase terminates when a RREP
that contains a route to the destination arrives at the source node.



Route Maintenance:
Three types of messages exchanged between source and destination such as route error

message (RERR), HELLO message and time out message TTL. RERR ensures that this
message will be broadcasted to all nodes because when a node observes a failed link, it will
propagate this message to its upstream nodes towards source node only. HELLO message
ensures the forward and backward pointers from expiration. TTL message guarantees the
deletion of link when there is no activity for a certain amount of time between source and the
destination node.
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Figure 2- 3: Flowchar of AODV Routing Protocol

2.4 Security issues in MANET’s
Developing foolproof security protocol for MANETs is tough task [15]. This is mainly
because of certain uniqueness of Ad-hoc mobile network, namely, common broadcast radio
channel, insecure working environment, lack of central administration and limited availability
of resources.
10

For instance, the early routing protocols, such as AODV and DSR protocols were not
designed to provide or guarantee privacy and communication anonymity, rather they were
aimed at increasing network performance, efficiency, security, and reliability.
In general, the main security requirements in any system are: confidentiality, integrity,
availability. Confidentiality ensures that eavesdroppers will not be able to intercept the
information sent through the network which may be achieved by encryption mechanisms.
Integrity will insure that packets will not be altered or modified by an adversaries. Finally,
Availability implies that the network services must be available to all legitimate users
regardless of any malicious events. There are many different aspects to consider in order to
classify attacks in MANET’s [16]. They can be classified into passive and active attacks
depending on how much the attacker is involved. Also, these attacks can be classified depends
on the domain of the attack. They can be classified into internal and external attacks.

2.5 MANETs Routing Attacks
A large number of potential attacks exist against MANET routing. These attacks include
link spoofing, identity spoofing, man-in-the-middle attack, replay attack, wormhole attack,
black-hole attack, routing table overflow attack, Sybil attack, etc. [17]. The purpose of these
attacks is to interrupt routing decisions, and to compromise of the communications in order to
obtain sensitive information. In fact, MANET's attacks can be divided into two major
categories, passive attack and active attack.
Passive attack is eavesdropping of exchanged data done by the attacker without any
modification. Therefore, this attack does not disturb the functions of the network. So, this
attack violates the confidentiality and analyzes the data that gathered by eavesdropping. In
addition, passive attack is harder to detect because it does not affect the network operation.
This kind of attacks can be handle by use of an encryption algorithm.
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Figure 2- 4: (a) In-Band (b) Out-of-Band Attacks

In an active attack, the attacker attempts to modify the data that have exchanged in the
network. Therefore, this disturbs the operation of network. Active attacks can be divide into
two categories as in [18]: In-band and Out-of-band, these attacks shown in the figure 2-3. Inband attacks are most powerful attack because these nodes are actually part of the network,
which has all keys and authorization so it is difficult to find it out. Among the many attacks in
wireless network attack, a single attacker performs all the attacks mentioned above, but this
thesis focused on an attack, which is launched by a pair of collaborating attackers: wormhole
attack. A wormhole attack is one of the dangerous and specific attacks that the attacker does
not require to exploit nodes in the network.

2.6 Wormhole Attack
Wormhole attack firstly introduced in [5], It's defined as “an adversary receives packets at
one point in the network, tunnels them to another point in the network, and then replays them
into the network from that point” as shown in figure 2-4.
The wormhole attack can form a serious threat in wireless networks, especially against
many ad-hoc network routing protocols and location-based wireless security systems because
it is a passive attack as it does not require the information about the cryptographic infrastructure
of the network, hence it puts an attacker in a beneficial or strong position.
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Figure 2- 5: Wormhole Attack

2.6.1 Wormhole example
In figure 2-4, an attacker will place two transceivers (nodes) S4 and S8 at two physically
different locations in the network as shown. The nodes S4 and S8 are connected through a
wired or long range wireless link called the wormhole link or wormhole tunnel. These nodes
capture packets or signals from one location and replay them at the other location. On the other
hand, regular nodes controlled by an attacker can be used to tunnel packets from S4 to S8.
Legitimate nodes consider the wormhole link as a short path from one side of the network to
the other side (e.g., nodes at S4 location in figure 2-4 will assume that nodes at S8 location are
one-hop neighbors). Encryption and authentication do not help as the nodes simply relay the
encrypted or authenticated packets or signals.
Thus, the wormhole will attract a large amount of traffic between different source and
destination nodes in the network. For example, authors in [19] [20] showed that strategic
placement of a wormhole, in a network where the nodes are uniformly and independently
distributed, on average, can impact about 32% of all communications in that network. The
nodes at S4 node location in figure 2-4 and all the surrounding nodes will most likely use the
wormhole link to reach the nodes located at S8 node location.
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2.6.2 Impact of wormhole attacks
The wormhole will only peacefully when transport all the traffic from one location in the
network to another location that is far away, so it could be useful for the network operation as
it will improve the network connectivity. To be known, once the traffic is routed through the
wormhole, the adversary will gain full control over the traffic. Then, a malicious actions might
done by selectively dropping data packets which will lower the network throughput and later
can perform cryptanalysis attacks.

2.6.3 Types of wormhole attacks
Wormhole attacks were categorized based on the type of links used by S4 and S8 (in-band,
or out-of-band) [21] [22]. In-band wormholes usually the adversaries are insider nodes that use
the same communication channel used by the other nodes in the network. The nodes will try
to increase their transmission range by transmitting at the highest possible power to ensure
faster delivery. Furthermore, in out-of-band attacks the adversaries will connect his nodes with
long range fast connections and this can be either a long range wireless link that uses a different
radio frequency or a fast wired link. Out-of-band wormholes are more advanced and damaging
because the longer and faster the wormhole, the more nodes are attracted to send traffic through
it and the more damage and disruption it can cause to the network as in [23] [24].

2.7 Localization techniques
Many existing systems and protocols attempt to solve the problem of determining a node’s
location within its environment. The approaches taken to solve this localization problem differ
in the assumptions that they make about their respective network and device capabilities
including many assumptions like: hardware device, signal propagation models, energy
requirements, the nature of the environment (indoor vs. outdoor), time synchronization of
devices, error requirements, communication costs and device mobility.
It is commonly agreed that Global Positioning System (GPS) is not an excellent solution
for ad-hoc network applications, because of its expensive cost and high energy consumption
[25][26][27][28]. As a result, many researchers have continued investigating innovative ideas
14

to realize inexpensive, flexible and practical localization in wireless ad-hoc networks.
Localization solutions for wireless ad-hoc networks can be generally categorized into two
categories: range-based and range-free solutions.

2.7.1 Range-Based Localization Schemes
The methodology of range-based localization depends on accurate ranging results among
nodes. These ranging results include point-to-point distance, angle, or velocity relative
measurements. After obtaining ranging results, the positions of nodes can be estimated through
geographical calculations such as trilateration or triangulation shown in figure 2-5 and 2-6
respectively. Range-based positioning techniques [29][30][31][32][33] are the estimation of
distance based on Time of Arrival (TOA), Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA), Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Angle of Arrival (AOA). TOA and TDOA ,shown in
figure 2-7, are methods to use a difference time of a signal traveling between two nodes
depending on a distance and using at least three nodes are required and the synchronization of
time must be required between nodes [29][30][31].
A positioning technique using Angle of Arrival (AOA), shown in figure 2-8, utilizes the
direction of the received signal by using two nodes at least and the directional antenna is
required to estimate the direction [33]. Additionally, RSSI is a method to use a distance decay
effect by using three nodes at least as in [32] and shown in figure 2-9.

Figure 2- 6: Triangulation

Figure 2- 7: Trilateration
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Figure 2- 9: Angle of Arrival [33]

Figure 2- 8: Time of Arrival

Figure 2- 10: Received Signal Strength Indicator

2.7.2 Range-Free Localization Schemes
In range-free localization schemes [34] [35] [25] [36] [37] [38] [39], the nodes that are
aware of their positions are called anchors, while others are called nodes. In general, anchors
are fixed, while normal nodes are mobile. Normal nodes first gather the connectivity
16

information as well as the positions of anchors, and then calculate their own positions. Since
no ranging information is needed, the range-free schemes can be implemented on low-cost
wireless ad hoc networks. Another advantage of range-free schemes is their robustness,
because the connectivity information between nodes is not easily affected by the environment.

2.7.2.1

Selective 3-Anchor DV-hop algorithm

The Selective 3-Anchor DVHOP algorithm [39] is selected to localize node within our
network and it is summarized as following:
-

Step 1: each anchor broadcasts its position throughout the network. Thus, at the end of
Step #1, every node (including anchors) knows its hop counts to each anchor as well
as the positions of anchors.

-

Step 2: each anchor first calculates its distance-per-hop value by using equation (2.1),
then broadcasts this value to the entire network.

-

Step 3: each node selects any three anchors to form 3-anchor groups. Based on these
groups, each node can use the equation (2.2) to get its 3-anchor estimated positions.
Then, using the equations (2.3) and (2.4), each node calculates the connectivity of each
3-anchor estimated position. Thus, the absolute connectivity difference between each
node and its 3-anchor estimated position can be obtained. Finally, comparing the
connectivity, each node chooses the smallest connectivity difference.
𝑑𝑝ℎ𝑖 = ∑𝑘(𝑘≠𝑖) 𝑑 𝑖, 𝑘 / ∑𝑘(𝑘≠𝑖) ℎ𝑜𝑝 𝑖, 𝑘

Eq (2.1)

Where di,k is the distance between Ai and Ak, hopi,k is the minimal hop count between Ai
and Ak

Eq (2.2)

Eq (2.2)
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Where N<i,j,k>: (x<i,j,k>, y<i,j,k>) is the 3-anchor estimated position of Nx. dm is the estimated
distance value. (x, y) are the coordinates of node position.

Eq (2.3)

Where hop<i,j,k>,t is the hop count between N<i,j,k> and At, dph<i,j,k>,t, is their Eq
distance
(2.3) per
hop, and dph<i, j, k>, t is the anchors’ distance-per-hop values.

Eq (2.4)

Where dnear is the distance between N<i,j,k> and Anear, dphnear is the distance per Figure
hop of2-Anear.
11: Time
of
ArrivalEq

2.8 Designing Aspects

(2.4)

There are many aspects that must be taken into account when designing a secure neighbor
discovery protocol. In here we will concisely list the main features of a successful secure
neighbor discovery protocol.


The model must operate fast so that it can run frequently in the network.



The model must not require large overhead in terms of computation and
communication.



It is preferred to have the model decentralized.



It is not preferable to have the model rely on one of the following: location or time
devices, synchronized clocks or special hardware.



The protocol must be capable to successfully detect all types of wormholes
including all the special cases.



The protocol must also successfully remove all the links created by the wormhole
(Detection Rate).



The protocol must produce very low percentage of false positives (Accuracy Rate).
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2.9 Evaluation
In our research work, many evaluation metrics should conducted, such as:
-

Average Hop Count: Average hop count per route refers to the Total Hop Count of
demands over Number of demands.

-

Detection Rate: which is the ratio of the number of nodes that are possibly attacked
by a wormhole to the number of how many of them are successfully detected

-

Detection Accuracy: It is the ratio of the number of links declared as attacked by a
wormhole to the number of how many of them are actually affected.
We develop an event driven simulator by using Matlab a software-based tools as in

[40][41][42]. The performance analysis is done for 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 wormhole nodes as in
[43] [44]. A comparative study will presented on above parameters for all potential
scenarios in section 5.5.

2.10 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the theoretical background of our thesis, an overview of
MANET and its applications was reviewed. Then, MANET routing protocols and their
classifications were listed. Also, an outline of MANET security issues were discussed and we
talked about the Wormhole attack and its impact on MANET. Finally, a brief summary about
localization techniques were introduced.
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CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

3 RELATED WORK
In literature review, there are many defense mechanisms against the wormhole attack that
achieve secure routing protocol. Researchers tried to classify these protocols depending on the
technology has been used to secure neighbor discovery and detect wormhole attacks. In this
chapter, we provide a comprehensive classification for secure neighbor discovery and
wormhole defense mechanisms based on our review of the literature. This classification will
be based on the techniques that are used in the protocols. Also, the main challenges with each
technique will be discussed.

3.1 Time and Location Based Techniques
Hu et al. In [5], suggested a general mechanism of packet leashes – geographic and
temporal - to detect wormhole attack introduced. In geographic leashes, node location
information is used to bind the distance a packet can traverse. Because wormhole attacks can
affect localization, the location information must be obtained via an out-of-band mechanism
such as GPS. Further, the “legal” distance a packet can traverse is not always easy to determine.
However, in temporal leashes, extremely accurate globally synchronized clocks are used to
bind the propagation time of packets that could be hard to obtain particularly in low-cost sensor
hardware. But even when available, such timing analysis may not be able to detect cut-through
or physical layer wormhole attacks. Therefore, Wormhole attack is detected by detecting the
mismatch between the time stamp differences calculated and location difference absorbed.
In [45], an authenticated distance bounding technique called MAD is used. This protocol
enables the nodes to determine their mutual distance at the time of encounter. However, they
rely on a secure challenge request-response and require accurate time measurements.
In [46], ultrasound technique was used to bind the distance for a secure location
verification, which called Echo protocol. Use of ultrasound instead of RF signals as before
helps in relaxing the timing requirements, but this technique requires an additional hardware.
Therefore, it's impractical and add expense and complexity.
All discussed approaches above used special hardware such as GPS [5], directional
antennas [47], ultrasound [46], or special RF [45] to detect wormholes. These mechanisms
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cannot be easily applicable to any ad hoc network and add expense, complexity, and special
customization. Thus, it is recommended not to propose mechanisms that rely on additional
hardware. Also, some of these mechanisms have their own weakness and usually cannot ensure
wormholes detection. Also, the adversary can use adversarial nodes that are equipped with the
hardware used by the network nodes. For example, an adversary could also uses ultrasound or
any other device, and align it in a way to deceive the detection procedure.

3.2 Connectivity-Based Techniques
In [48], the authors use only connectivity information to check for forbidden substructures
in the connectivity graph. In general, the placement of wormhole affect the connectivity of
network by creating long links between two neighbors based on their packet drop pattern and
not sets of nodes located potentially far away. As a result, they are able to detect the wormhole
attack. However, this method isn't very effective when networks become sparse because not
enough connectivity information exists.
In [49], an effective method called WAP (Wormhole Attack Prevention), which is a graph
theoretic framework for modeling wormhole links and deriving the necessary and sufficient
conditions for detecting and defending against wormhole attacks was presented. This solution
should construct a communication graph that range of the network nodes. Once wormhole node
is detected, the source node records them in a wormhole node list. However, the proposed
method is based on end-to-end signature authentication of routing packets, consequently, they
could cause large overhead and be less accurate compared to those approaches.
In general, the main advantage of the approaches that are based on connectivity of neighbor
information is that they do not require any time or location information and do not rely on any
additional hardware or location/time information. This mechanisms protecting MANETs from
future wormhole attack from the same node. However, this method isn't very effective when
network nodes increases because communication overhead.
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3.3 Statistics-Based Techniques
Many disjoint path based techniques have been adopted such as the statistical technique in
[20] which is based on multi path routing. This technique uses the relative frequency of each
link when discovering routes within the network. The main idea beneath this technique resides
in the fact that the relative frequency of a link that is part of a wormhole tunnel is much higher
than other normal links. They assume that the wormhole does not exist at the time they gather
the statistics. Therefore, this techniques fail in mobility networks like MANET.
DelPHI protocol [50] focuses on the delays due to different routes to a receiver. Therefore,
a sender can check whether there are any malicious nodes sitting along its paths to a receiver
trying to launch wormhole attacks. The obtained delays and hop count information of some
disjoint paths are used to decide whether a certain path among these disjoint paths is under a
wormhole attack. However, it cannot pinpoint the location of a wormhole. Moreover, because
every node, including wormhole nodes, changes the lengths of the routes, wormhole nodes can
change the route length in a certain manner so that they can’t be detected.
This approach has its own pre-defined assumptions and limitations to work effectively.
These limitations are the assumption of all nodes are fixed (not mobile) and pre-existence of
wormhole.

3.4 Mix-mode approaches
The author [51] has proposed an approach called RTT-TC that is based on topological
comparisons (connectivity) and round trip time measurements. They have used the AODV
routing protocol. In this tactic, a neighbor list contains two segments: Trusted and Suspected
nodes. They used RTT measurements in order to get the suspect list, then use the topological
comparison method to find real neighbors from the suspected list. In fact, this approach has a
high detection rate and does not need any clock synchronization or special devices but has high
message overhead.
The authors in [52] proposed a mechanism called WPAODV, based on location
encapsulation, neighbor node and hop count method, to deliver wormhole free path from
source to destination by adding further feature in AODV routing protocol which is a threshold
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calculation that depends on hop-count and neighborhood list. The main advantage of this
mechanism that they do not require any time or location information and do not rely on any
additional hardware or location/time information. Even so, this mechanisms isn't very effective
in sparse networks because the loos of node connectivity.
In fact, all of mechanisms that use a mixed techniques are working affectively. However,
the main factors which plays a role in the pros and cons of these mechanisms are how fast,
most detection and accuracy rates and network overhead.

3.5 Conclusion
Overall, the previous discussions showed that most of the previously proposed mechanisms
to detect wormhole attacks require accurate and precise information about nodes location, the
time of packet transmission and nodes synchronization, or the use of special hardware (e.g.,
ultrasound, directional antennas ...) and a summarization listed in table 2-1.
Thus, we employ routing distinctions between neighboring nodes along a route from a
source to the destination and nodes location to detect wormhole attacks. The protocol is simple,
more accurate in detection and prevention, and needs no special hardware for localization or
synchronization.
Table 2- 1: Related Work Summary
Methods

Requirements

Comments

Packet Leaches Geographical Loosely synchronized clocks Straightforward solution but
by [5]
has general limitations of GPS
technology
Packet Leaches Temporal by Tightly synchronized clocks Required time synchronization
[5]
Hardware
level and cannot be used in
sensor networks
Statistical Analysis [20]

None

For easy integration of this
method into intrusion detection
system

MAD [45]

Tightly synchronized clocks Require time synchronization
Hardware
level. More computations for
authentication process
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Echo protocol [46]

Needs
an
hardware

additional Has a limitation in deployment

Round-trip Travel Time [45]

Hardware enabling one-bit Impractical; Requires MACmessage and immediate layer modifications
replies
without
CPU
Involvement

Directional Antennas [47]

Nodes use specific ‘sectors’ It is not directly applicable to
of
their
antennas
to other networks
communicate with each
other

Graph theoretic model [49]

Requires a combination of Based on the use of Locationlocation information and Aware
‘Guard’
Nodes
cryptography
(LAGNs) does not require time
synchronization, or highly
accurate clocks

The Delay per Hop Indicator A novel scheme based on an Can detect both types of
(DelPHI) [50]
intuitive method
wormhole attack; however, it
cannot pinpoint the location of
a wormhole
RTT-TC [51]

Requires a combination of Low Detection and Accuracy
location information and Rates
Rout Trip Time (RTT)

WPAODV [52]

location
encapsulation, this mechanisms isn't very
neighbor node and hop count effective in sparse networks
method
because the loos of node
connectivity
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4 METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present and explain the proposed model to detect and prevent wormhole
attack and the methodology which we followed in this research. We organize this chapter into
four main sections. An overview of designing aspects are listed in Section 4.1, section 4.2
contains the fundamentals used in our work and in Section 4.3 we present a general view of
our proposed model and in Section 4.4, we describe the detection and prevention mechanism
in details.

4.2 Fundamentals
The main concept in detecting presence of wormhole in a network is to find out if node is
transmitted out of its transmitting range. This can be found out if the received packet is not one
of its neighbors. So, this model suggests that every node should maintain a neighborhood table.
A neighborhood table consists of node IDs, node location that comes inside the transmission
range of the transmitting node.

4.3 The Proposed Model Characteristics
The PROPOSED protocol has four main important characteristic which plays a role in our
protocol to work effectively. These characteristics are listed as following:
1. Localization procedure: The localization process will maintain every node location
for future routing need.
2. Neighborhood table: Every node in the network will maintain a neighborhood table
which will consists of node ID of the neighbor nodes. As the network we are
implementing is a uniform one hence the node will be in set in matrix format hence we
can easily get the neighborhood table.
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3. Trust factor: Each node in neighborhood table given a trust value, it is measures the
accuracy and sincerity of the immediate neighboring nodes by monitoring their
participation in the packet forwarding mechanism.
4. Detection and Prevention procedure: The algorithm detects wormhole node and its
colluding node based on intermediate node trust factor value. Then, Wormhole and
colluding nodes IDs are now blacklisted.

Figure 4-1 shows how a packet in normal condition transmits from source S to destination
D, the packet will not travel out of its transmission range. If a packet from S is received by A
or B directly then there is a possibility of presence of wormhole in the network.

Figure 4- 1: Normal packet transmission

4.4 The Proposed Model - General Overview
A general overview of the proposed model is described in figure 4-2. Our model
consists of four main steps:
1. Localization Process.
2. Trust Factor Model.
3. Route Establishment.
4. Wormhole Detection and Prevention.
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Figure 4- 2: Proposed Model for Wormhole Detection and Prevention

4.4.1 Localization Process
1. Generate random nodes.
2. Choose anchor nodes randomly.
3. Localize all nodes using Selective 3-Anchor DV-hop algorithm.
4. Assign a trust value for all of anchors neighbors.
4.4.2 Build TFactor "Trust Factor Model"
5. Each anchor broadcast HELLO.
6. Neighbor nodes reply.
7. Each anchor build Neighbor_list(anchor) "Anchors' neighbor list"
8. Compare all anchors' neighbor lists and calculate common nodes.
9. Common nodes increment TFactor. More common nodes more TFactor value.
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4.4.3 Route Establishment
10. Source nodes sends RREQ to all its neighbors.
11. Intermediate nodes forward RREQ until match destination address otherwise repeat
until destination not found.
12. Destination node unicast RREP.
13. RREP Contains: hop_count, Neighbor_list(Dest) "Destination's neighbor list"
14. To check wormhole detection go to STEP 17.
15. Rout from source to destination established.
16. Source node stores Neighbor_list(Dest) and hop_count.
4.4.4 Wormhole Detection and Prevention
17. Check weather Node location within anchor communication Range.
18. If yes, wormhole may exist.
19. Check Neighbour_list(Dest), if node TFactor < threshold.
20. If yes, wormhole exist.
21. Send Announce to all nodes.
22. Any node has wormhole id within Routing_Table, it removes it.
23. Re-initiate route establishment process in STEP 10, to find new route to destination.

4.5 The Proposed Model – Detailed Description
A detailed description of proposed model is described in this section as following.

4.5.1 Localization Process
The first step of the model is localization process shown in figure 4-3. When nodes are
powered on, anchor nodes broadcast its presence in the network. All normal nodes within that
communication range will wake up, and respond to the broadcast using a message with their
own identity. After all nodes have responded, each anchor node will have built a neighborhood
list of all nodes around their communication range. This list is stored in each anchor node’s
memory.
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A neighborhood table will consists of node ID of the neighbor nodes. As the network we
are implementing is a uniform one hence the node will be set in a matrix format, hence we can
easily get the neighborhood table.

Figure 4- 3: Localization process

4.5.2 Trust Factor Model
We add a new feature to our proposed routing protocol, it’s a trust factor value. This feature
benefit to detect and prevent wormholes MANET. The trust factor value uses the inherent
features of the AODV protocol to derive and compute respective levels of trust (Honesty) in
other nodes. To execute the model effectively, the following conditions must be met by all
network nodes:
1.

All nodes support random mode operation.

2. Nodes transceiver is omnidirectional. It means that it can receive and transmit in all
directions
3. The transmission and reception ranges of the transceivers are equivalent.
Initially, anchor nodes broadcast HELLO message to evaluate honesty of all neighbor
nodes for each anchor as depicted in figure 4-4. Each neighbor node TFactor value incremented
by a value of 0.2. Then, each node HELLO message to evaluate honesty of the immediate
neighboring nodes by monitoring their involvement in the route establishment mechanism. The
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source node verifies the different fields in the forwarded route request RREQ for integrity
checks. If the integrity checks succeed, this confirms that the node has acted in a good manner.
So, its trust factor value is incremented by a value of 0.1.

Figure 4- 4: Trust Factor Model

4.5.3 Route Establishment
Normally in AODV [6] all intermediate nodes that have no route to destination node
rebroadcast RREQ forwarded by the originator of the RREQ. The source node/intermediate
node keeps records of all next neighbors from which it listen RREQ during rebroadcast.
The same is in our proposed model shown in figure 4-5 but the RREQ message broadcasted
with a narrow direction according to destination node location. When the source node wants
to send data to a destination node, Source node will conduct the route Establishment procedure
as observed in figure 4-5-a. Source node will broadcast route request packets RREQ to all its
accessible neighbors’. Intermediate node receiving RREQ will check the request whether it is
the destination or not. If intermediate node is the destination node, then will reply with a route
reply message (RREP) as in figure 4-5-b. If not, RREQ will be forwarded to other neighbor
nodes and so on. However, before forwarding the packet, each node/intermediate stores the
broadcast identifier (ID) and the node number (NodeID) from which RREQ came. Timer is
used by the intermediate nodes to delete any entry when no reply is received for the request.
The broadcast ID and source node ID are used to detect whether the node has received RREQ
message previously or not. It prevents the redundant request receiving in same nodes. Source
node may receive more than one reply, in this case, source node will determine later which
message will be selected on the basis of hop counts. However, when any link breaks down due
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to the node mobility or environmental situation, the node will invalidate the routing table.
Destination will become unreachable or timeout because the loss of the link. Then, it will create
a route error (RERR) message. This RERR message upstream to the source node by node as
shown in figure 4-5-c. When the source receives RREP message, it may reinitiate route
discovery if it still requires the route.
The following information is obtained by each node while route establishment from
originator node to destination node:
Source ID Destination ID Neighbor node ID TFactor X location Y Location Timer

Figure 4- 5: Route Establishment a) Routing Discovery b) Reverse Path Formation c) Forward Path Formation

4.5.4 Wormhole Detection and Prevention
Since each node within network obtained its trust factor value, the wormhole detection step
starts. Each node before transmitting data packets to destination insures that intermediate nodes
have a suitable trust value enable them to be a part of future routing as in figure 4-6. If trust
value not suitable, then the source node marks the node ID in a blacklist. The blacklisted nodes
will not be used in future routing establishment for a period of time.
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Figure 4- 6: Wormhole Detection and Prevention

4.6 Summary
We have presented the theatrical fundamentals of proposed model and discussed the
concept of detecting the presence of wormhole in the network. Then, a general outline of the
proposed model was introduced. The proposed model contained localization procedure,
Neighbors table, Trust Factor and Detection and Prevention procedure. Finally, a detailed
overview of our proposed model was described for each unit.
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5 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

In this chapter, an evaluation of the proposed model presented. To evaluate the proposed
model, average hop-count, wormhole detection rate and wormhole detection accuracy rate is
used. An analysis conducted through simulation by presenting proposed model to a nonadversarial models as proposed in most secure routing protocols [43][51][53], and provide a
detailed analysis of the obtained simulation results.

5.1 Simulation Setup
We developed an event driven simulator by using Matlab [54]. The Matlab software used
to set up the simulation environment and to visualize the obtained results after computing the
actions of all nodes between routing processes.

5.2 Simulation Parameters
In our simulations and as in [53][51], we assumes that physical layer has a fixed
communication range pattern, i.e. two nodes can directly communicate with each other
successfully only if they are in each other communication range. We randomly deployed 50
nodes within an area of 100 x 100 meters. A fraction of these nodes was randomly selected to
wormhole misbehave. The Trust Factor value of each node is initialized to TFactor = zero.
Simulations are implemented with one source node and one destination node. The source node
is located at the most left-bottom region of the simulation area, while the destination node is
placed at the most right-upper area of simulation environment. This assumption ensures that
our results are representative of a long multi-hop path from source to destination; also, it
permits potential failures at various distances from the source. Each experiment was repeated
for 100 random network topologies. A brief summary of the basic simulation parameters are
listed in Table 5-1 and figure 5-1 shows nodes distribution.
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Figure 5- 1: Node distribution

Table 5- 1: Simulation Environment

Parameter

Value

Simulation Area

1000 x 1000 (m)

Number of nodes

50

Number of wormhole nodes 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
Communication Range

250 m

Routing Protocol

Modified AODV

Node Speed

10 m/s

5.3 Performance Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation of the proposed model is measured in accordance to the following three
metrics:


Average Hop-Count: Average hop count per route refers to the Total Hop Count of
demands over Number of demands as in [55].

AverageHopCount 

TotalHopCountOfDemand
NumberOfDemand
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Eq 5.1 [55]



Detection rate: which is the ratio of the number of nodes that are possibly attacked by a
wormhole to the number of how many of them are successfully detected as in [43].
Equation 5.2 is used to determine the wormhole detection rate:
DetectionRate 



TotalDetectedWormholes
TotalWormholes

Eq 5.2 [43]

Detection Accuracy: It is the ratio of the number of links declared as attacked by a
wormhole to the number of how many of them are actually affected as in [43]. The
following formula is used to determine the detection accuracy:
DetectionAccuracy 

TotalDetectedWormholes
TotalActualWormholes

Eq 5.3 [43]

5.4 Simulation Scenarios
To support different research methods, different scenarios chosen to let the wormhole
attack work in more than one mode. Every mode has its own advantages for certain scenarios.

5.4.1 First Scenario
The simulation parameters that used in first scenario are a MANET with different sizes.
Here, we assume the network size are 20, 30, 40 and 50 nodes and are randomly distributed in
1000m×1000m area. No wormhole nodes are considered in these experiments. The scenario is
simulated for 100 times. Experiment results listed in table 5-2 and figure 5-2 shows the results
of average hop-count according to different network size.
Table 5- 2: No-Wormhole Scenario

No. of Nodes Average hop-count
20

5.6

30

6.3

40

6.65

50

7.9
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Figure 5- 2: No-Wormhole Scenario

5.4.2 Second Scenario
A simulation conducted with same simulation parameters that used in above scenario
except that two wormhole nodes are considered. Results listed in table 5-3 and figure 5-3
depicts the results of average hop count according to assumed parameters.
Table 5- 3: Two Wormhole Nodes

No. of Nodes Average Hop-Count
20

4.37

30

5.4

40

6

50

7.63
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Figure 5- 3: Two Wormhole Nodes Scenario

5.4.3 Third Scenario
Another simulation results listed in table 5-4 and figure 5-4 depicts these results for an
eight wormhole nodes. A significant change in average hop-count depicted compared to first
and second experiments and this lead us to a conclusion that hop-count play an important role
in detecting wormhole attack.
Table 5- 4: Eight Wormhole Nodes

No. of Nodes Average Hop-Count
20

3.2

30

4.18

40

5.75

50

7.01

40

Figure 5- 4: Eight Wormholes Nodes Scenario

5.5 Experiment Results and Performance Evaluation
All scenarios with different network sizes are obtained. Founded results are listed in table
5-5. In the following graph, figure 5-5, x-axis represents number of nodes and y-axis represents
the average Hop-Count. A comparison between number of nodes and the average hop-count
obtained for every different scenario presented. We change the number of nodes from 20 to
50. We can find that as the number of wormhole increases, the average hop-count decreases
rapidly. Thus, Hop-count metric gives us a good pointer for an existence of wormhole.
Table 5- 5: Average Hop-Count for Different Network Sizes

No.
Nodes

No
Wormhole

One
Wormhole

Two
Wormhole

Four
Wormhole

Eight
Wormhole

16
Wormhole

20

5.6

5.12

4.37

3.66

3.2

3.08

30

6.3

5.64

5.4

5.3

4.18

3.98

40

6.65

6.61

6

5.9

5.75

5.39

50

7.9

7.85

7.63

7.31

7.01

6.16
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Figure 5- 5: Relation between number of nodes and number of Hop-Count

Calculating Average Hop-Count Metric:
Average hop-count metric calculated by the equation 5.1, we obtain the total hop-count for
different number of wormholes in each routing model Secure-AODV and our proposed model.
In Secure-AODV, the total Hop-Count of demands were 685, 680, 615, 567 and 497 and
number of demands was 100. So, the average Hop-Count are 6.85, 6.8, 6.15, 5.67, and 4.97
respectively. In our proposed model, the total Hop-Count of demand were 779, 737, 712, 673
and 596 and the number of demands was 100. So, the average hop-count are 7.79, 7.37, 7.12,
6.73 and 5.96 respectively.
In table 5-6, we list the experiments results obtained for different wormhole nodes to
measure average hop-count. In figure 5-6, the performance of the proposed model is evaluated.
The performance of our proposed model is compared with AODV routing protocol and normal
mode without any secure routing protocol. Non secure scenario, in blue line, shows the average
route length in normal situation, and it will be used as a reference for the performance of
proposed model. With a detection and prevention to wormhole scenario in green used AODV
routing protocol, the graph shows a decrease in average hop-count. In the proposed model, the
graph shows an increase in average hop-count which indicates that now the nodes avoiding
malicious path effectively.
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Table 5- 6: Average Hop-Count for AODV and Proposed Model

No. of
Wormholes

SecureAODV

Proposed
Model

1

6.85

7.79

2

6.8

7.37

4

6.15

7.12

8

5.67

6.73

16

4.97

5.96

Figure 5- 6: Number of wormholes vs Average Hop-Count

Calculating Wormhole Detection Rate Metric:
Wormhole detection rate metric calculated by the equation 5.2, we obtain the total detected
wormholes for different number of wormholes in each routing model Secure-AODV and our
proposed model. In Secure-AODV, the total detected wormholes were 1809, 1826, 1853, 1860
and 1885 and total of wormholes was 19. So, the detection rates calculated according to eq.
5.2 and listed in table 5-7. In our proposed model, the total detected wormholes were 1849,
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1851, 1670, 1873 and 1894 and the total wormholes was 19. So, detection rates calculated
according to eq. 5.2 and listed in table 5-7.
In table 5-7, we list the experiments results obtained for different wormhole nodes to
measure the wormhole detection rate. Figure 5-7 shows the wormhole detection rate versus the
number of wormholes for AODV routing protocols compared to proposed model. It can be
seen that the wormhole detection rate shows an increasing trend as the number of the
wormholes is increased. This is because that with larger wormhole sizes, the probability of the
actually attacked neighbors being included in the suspected part of the source’s Neighbor-List
is almost certain due to the hop-count between them. The detection rate curves are almost bend
slightly for larger wormhole sizes because the probability of suspected nodes is much higher
than the rate of change in number of one hop neighbors. The proposed model, with blue line,
shows better detection rate compared to AODV routing protocol under same network
configuration.

Table 5- 7: Wormhole Detection Rate

No. of
Wormholes

Secure-AODV
Detection Rate

Proposed
Model
Detection Rate

1

95.2

97.3

2

96.1

97.4

4

97.5

98.4

8

97.9

98.6

16

99.2

99.7
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Figure 5- 7: Number of Wormholes vs Wormhole Detection Rate

Calculating Wormhole Detection Accuracy Rate Metric:
Wormhole detection accuracy rate metric calculated by the equation 5.3, we obtain the total
detected wormholes for different number of wormholes in each routing model Secure-AODV
and our proposed model. In Secure-AODV, the total detected wormholes were 1902, 1908,
1922, 1926 and 1942 and total of wormholes was 20. So, the detection rates calculated
according to eq. 5.3 and listed in table 5-8. In our proposed model, the total detected wormholes
were 1933, 1934, 1940, 1956 and 1968 and the total wormholes was 20. So, detection rates
calculated according to eq. 5.3 and listed in table 5-8.
In table 5-8, we list the experiments results obtained for different wormhole nodes to
measure the wormhole accuracy rate. In figure 5-8, a comparison between AODV routing
protocol and proposed model presented to show the accuracy of wormhole detection. From the
results, it can be seen that our model, with blue line, achieves much higher accuracy of alarms
because the number of neighbors that can be selected to form wormhole tunnels by malicious
nodes. When the number of wormhole nodes in the network is equal to 1, the number of any
node’s neighbors is more likely to be small; as the number of wormhole increases, it becomes
rarely obvious to find another route similar to that of the detected wormhole tunnel.
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Table 5- 8: Wormhole Detection Accuracy Rate

No. of
Wormholes

Secure-AODV
Accuracy Rate

Proposed Model
Accuracy Rate

1

95.1

96.65

2

95.4

96.7

4

96.1

97

8

96.3

97.8

16

97.1

98.4

Figure 5- 8: Number of Wormholes vs Wormhole Detection Accuracy Rate

5.6 Summary
In this chapter, the comparison based approach of detecting wormhole attack has been
presented. The performance evaluation is done in Secure-AODV and proposed routing
protocol. Extensive computer simulations using the Matlab simulator have been carried out to
simulate different network scenarios, involving different ratio of wormhole nodes. The
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comparison of proposed model against Secure-AODV has been presented in terms of average
hop-count, detection rate and accuracy of detection. It is found that the comparison based
approach achieves higher detection rate as well as higher accuracy than other wormhole
detection methods. Proposed model achieves a detection rate about 99.7% versus 99.2% for
Secure-AODV model and a detection accuracy rate 98.4% versus 97.1 for Secure-AODV.
According to design aspects listed in section 2.8, an evaluation process done to measure
the efficiency of our proposed model and it's listed in the following table 5-9.

Figure 5- 9: Design Aspects Summary of Our Proposed Model

Aspect

Proposed
Model

Notes

Simplicity

√

No addition complexity annotation

Centralization

√

Distributed

Special Hardware

X

No antenna or ultrasound transceiver

Time Measurements

X

No extra time measurements

Synchronized Clocks

X

No clock synchronization

Location Information (GPS)

X

No GPS

Detection

√

99.7 %

Accuracy

√

98.4 %

Wormhole Removal (All Types)

√

Two Types (In-Bound and Out-Bound)
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6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion
Wormhole attacks in MANET significantly degrade network performance and threat to
network security. Wormhole attacks are severe attacks that can easily be launched even in
networks with confidentiality and authenticity. Malicious nodes usually target the routing
control messages related to topology or routing information. In this thesis, we have presented
an effective model for detecting and preventing wormhole attacks in DVHOP. To detect
wormhole tunnels, we use hop-count metric which inherited from routing protocol. The
proposed model is easy to deploy: it does not require any especial hardware, like, time
synchronization or GPS; nor does it require any complex computation. The performance of
this proposed model shows a high detection rate under various scenarios. Proposed model
achieves a detection rate about 99.7% versus 99.2% for Secure-AODV model and a detection
accuracy rate 98.4% versus 97.1 for Secure-AODV. A summary for a comparison are listed in
table 6-1.
Table 6- 1: Summary of Evalution Metrics

Techniques
Proposed Model

Average
Hop-Count
5.96

Detection Accuracy
Rate
Rate
99.7
98.4

Secure-AODV

4.97

99.2

97.1

RTT-TC [51]
DelPHI [50]
Naït-Abdesselam et.Al. [44]

4
---

99
89
92

--80
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Notes
Very good detection
rate and very good
accuracy rate
Good detection rate but
low accuracy rate
Low Accuracy rate
Low Detection
Low Detection and
Accuracy

6.2 Future Work
Our proposed model can be improved by providing custom encryption algorithm that
satisfies both integrity and authentication and taking into account the limitations of mobile ad
hoc networks as power consumption, computation capability and storage resources. We can
proof model feasibility of our proposed model as routing protocol for Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN).
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